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Abstract 
is important in literary texts as they possess a certain discourse, an exclusive feature of this genre. But actually a text 
is written to be read and therefore the reader has a vital role in completing a text and giving it a new identity through 
the reading process he experiences. The reader has an active interaction with the written words which ultimately 
create t
defined clearly even by the reader-response theorists and it has remained a controversial issue among the diverse 
theorists of this literary approach. What is more, readers can be categorized depending on who defines them and the 
role they accept in the reading process which differs from one reader to another. At the same time factors defining a 
reader vary regarding their exclusive role in completing a literary text. There are even some experts who wish to 
distinguish a literary critic from a reader; even though they are both readers, yet of different categories. 
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1. Introduction  
A text is written 
and identity once they read it. However the significance of this issue is extensively higher within literary 
texts as they enjoy a specific discourse; which is indeed an exclusive feature of literary genre. Yet the role 
er, a text fails to 
earn its true position and ultimately become a literary text which features distinct interpretation and 
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paraphrase throughout the reading process. Furthermore, each individual reader differs from any other 
reader regarding his background, knowledge, personality, insight; that is just to mention a few of the 
-response theorists who 
focused on the reader and the reading process, have left the doors open for new and unending discussions 
about the concept of reader which seems to vary on the basis of several issues. Since each individual 
reader plays a certainly exclusive part in giving a new meaning to a literary text and even from a totally 
new perspective, it has become clear that readers differ with each other in category and class which will 
literary texts throughout the reading process which will be hopefully clarified in this research paper. 
Unless a writer is writing in privacy; intending to keep a daily journal or just making rough drafts, he 
intends to attract readers to his piece of work which will gradually find an independent life of its own as it 
is read by diverse readers and besides each with a particular history, knowledge, manner, personality, 
mood, as active players who will give a new turn and direction to the created text.  
 
-Response Theory  
One of the vital and critical concepts which has failed to reach a clear point is the definition of the 
-response theory who really failed to 
reach an agreement on how to define this term. 
perception which possesses a subjective entity as its base and since the literary discourse follows a 
meanings concealed in a text. These points were initially and clearly clarified by the reader-oriented 
analysis of a text has shocked the author and even given new insights to him. In other words the author 
had never imagined such perceptions in his text as he was creating it word by word; and therefore the 
author might decide to read his own piece of writing within a totally new and challenging approach; never 
known to him before. Once this happens, then the author himself turns into a reader; one who differs with 
as much what it means to others as what it means to the author; and indeed, in the course of time a poet 
may become merely a reader in respect to his own works, forgetting his original meaning- or without 
forgetting, merely changing , 2001). Obviously the author of a work can become its reader as 
well and discover new elements and experience interesting points as he positions himself in the role of a 
mere reader.  
Regarding the role of reader, WolfangIser, a major reader-
always contain  which only the reader can fill , 1993).  
These so-
 sense of 
paraphrase, psyche, and even age etc. Such mentioned factors are somehow defined by time and easily 
change through time; so when a reader studies a literary work when he is very young, his perception and 
overall understanding of the same text definitely changes deeply if he reads it once again many years 
later. The reason for this is that years later, he has earned a new insight, bears a high experience, whether 
as an individual or as an expert reader now, and his background knowledge and even his present desires 
will affect his latest reading of the same work; a point of interest even for the reader once he discovers so 
many new and exciting codes within the unwritten lines of the story he is reading. This issue will be 
further on elaborated and discussed in another section. 
Lack of a vivid definition and endeavour on this issue will always raise questions and further on cause 
serious problems regarding the unknown and mysterious identity of the reader in mind; whether in literary 
discussions or in literary criticism. This is actually one of those unfilled gaps; which will hopefully be 
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realized and focused by future literary theorists and even critics. Also, who and what criteria can prove 
that a complete and final understanding of a text has occurred and is reliable? Roland Barthes believes 
that even the author himself does not have the power to do this or claim it; because once he writes, not 
work will find a separate life; distanced from the one that the author perceived he has given to them in the 
very first place. Also, even if a final and complete understanding exists, who can prove or convince future 
readers that this will not change, be improved, reformed or recognized wrong? 
The Death of the Author
the hands of the author the moment it is written and the words are put on the paper; and whether the 
author like
the reader must be at the cost of the death of the author , 2001).  Although it can be claimed that 
Barthes was among those literary critics who clearly and vividly analyzed the different roles that the 
author, on one hand, and afterwards the reader, on the other hand, play in offering a significant identity to 
a text, this issue was realized by other men of letters through the twentieth century in a variety of aspects; 
depending on their concerns and their professional role in literary criticism. 
 obviously faced controversial meanings and has not yet found a final and vivid 
definition; whether in literature or even within a general dimension. Throughout history, theorists have 
given a variety of descriptions to the reader; though as it appears these discussions will never finalize and 
the concrete comprehension of reader is impossible and there might even be an indirect tendency to keep 
it complex and abstract. For instance Gerald Prince, anarratologist, has pointed to three sets of readers in 
discussing the identity of reader; the virtual reader, the actual reader and the ideal reader (Selden, 1993).  
Though Jauss is one of the pioneering figures of the reader-response theory in the second half of the 
reader concerned with it. Therefore it seems that this vague discussion on the analysis of text, the possible 
meaning derived through it, it potentials for attributing quite a high rate of interpretations and the reader 
dealing with it will remain unresolved for years to come; and possibly one of the interesting features of 
the reception theory falls in this category; leaving the doors open to further and never-ending discussions 
regarding the major tenets of this theory; the reader and the reading process, which is a creative and 
complicated process.  
Since literature has always been considered a relative concept, any other concept related to it also 
possesses the same nature. The reading process has turned into one of the major points of discussions for 
at least the last fifty years; especially since the reader-response theorists discussed the role of reader and 
his significant role in completing a text. The reader-oriented theorists have frankly declared that a text is 
completed in its path once it is read by the reader. This process seems to be quite complicated and 
intangible; as every individual experiences this process in a unique manner and in a very exclusive and 
certain atmosphere; considering his age, past experience, knowledge, style of reading, rate of his 
preciseness, his power for simultaneous analysis and interpretation, how he essentially communicates 
with the text, his ability or disability to read between the lines,  his reading atmosphere, how he seeks his 
personal pleasure and satisfaction in the book he has and numerous other factors; including psychological 
aspects. Such a vague insight on the reader, the reading process and what actually happens as he reads, 
gives the next generation of theorists and critics a good opportunity to discuss their own views openly on 
one hand, while it makes it hard for us to realize how to analyze and study this not well-known process on 
the other hand and constantly have serious questions about the readers and the reading process. 
enjoy certain criteria in the first place to be recognized as a reader?  
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3. Literary Critic versus Literary Reader 
 
An important issue noticed and highlighted by the reader-response theories relates to how one can 
differentiate literary critic- as a reader- on one hand with the literary reader on the other hand. Although 
both seem to be professional readers, they bear subtle differences.  
Although many theorists and literary men have tried to define the critic and how he earns his 
responsibility, there are still many unanswered questions about this professional reader who seems to 
possess, or even claim to have, certain rights in his reading; a reading claimed to differ in many aspects 
that the critic is considered a professional reader. Though the critic has a spectrum of views in mind and a 
high power in analysis and interpretation, there is no fixed rule for announcing that his criticism will be 
an appropriate guide for the reader or better to say, help the reader in any way through the reading 
process. In other words a 
comprehensive reading. Even in some cases, the literary critic might impose his personal, and not 
necessarily professional insights, to the reader who intends to read a literary work without any 
predetermined background and who could offer new creative insights to the text for the very first time by 
reading between the lines which merely belong to him. Therefore one can challenge the idea of critic as a 
professional and insightful reader who enjoys a rich literary background.  
John Crow Ransom is one of the theorists who differentiated the reader and the critic. He believes that 
when a literary work is read, literary appreciation takes place in the reading process; so any reader- 
whether an individual person or the critic- faces this appreciation and internalizes it. But Ransom argues 
he observed the critic as a reader, completing his argument by conveying that an intelligent reader enjoys 
critical reading. An ordinary reader might experience critical insight without even being aware of it and as 
he is not known or introduced to the literary world, no one will ask his opinion about the work; even 
though his opinion could shed new lights into the literary text. Such a person has the potential to become 
a well-trained and keen critic; offering innovative and subtle points about the work he has read; unique to 
him and his personal and individual experience. Yet a famous critic might fail to express such discoveries 
and interpretations on the same work; as a result of neglecting the unwritten lines or for any reason lack 
of communication with this particular work. If this happens, the literary society is deprived of enjoying 
rich insights on the work and after a while, that professional and sharp reader might suspect his own 
reading and take it for granted. In universities and within literary academies and faculties, there is no clear 
set of rules for evaluating a writing as a professional critical work or not and there is always a chance for 
ignoring great works because they do not fit in the standard defined rules and principles in terms of form, 





for evaluating a literary text, a text could be either acclaimed or disliked in a specific time period; there he 
apparently expresses that there is no fixed meaning for a text and there are a high variety of opinions 
available throughout time regarding a certain text.  
hor or the readers. 
the response and the aesthetic judgment of readers and therefore for him the reception history has a high 
significance in the process of literary interpretation. Eliot and Jauss are both concerned with the issue of 
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his own precise term for it.  
In this relation, Jauss sta
, 2001)   
Further on Jauss explains that there is no such thing as a fixed meaning for a text; as readers attribute 
different opinions through time and actually he shows how his ideas bear a historical dimension; an issue 
which has led to a lot of debates and controversies among authors, literary critics and theorists in all 
derstanding and interpretation are considered, it 
giving a certain interpretation to a text and responding to it. 
Gadamer offers a totally 
whether this sense of understanding is appropriate or the reader has failed to understand the text at all and 
has even taken the wrong path in elaborating the meaning and analysis of the text due to his poor personal 
sense of analysis or his unfamiliarity with literary figures; such as symbols, codes, allusions and indirect 
vague points which can be only noticed and followed by the keen reader who enjoys a rich literary 
one never truly defined and described; as though different classes of readers all fall into one single 
category and all have the same impact on the literary evaluation and aesthetic judgment of the literary 
work. But the truth is; the number of readers in the universe equals with the number of people reading a 
work; in other words; it can precisely be said that each reader differs from all other readers in many ways 
and no one can ever claim that even two readers- with similar literary background, life experience, 
knowledge and psyche, for instance- will experiencean identical reading process. There will constantly be 
subtle, undeniable and complex differences in each individual reader. Although this is a fact; so far no 
literary figure, author, reader, writer, critic or even theorist has focused on it in order to distinguish 
readers at least into some categories with some detailed sets of definitions for paying respect to them. 
A good example for revealing the unique role that time plays in evaluation of a literary work, are the 
of literary critics, yet in a 
-known throughout the world; even if 
es; which amazingly enough became known in the world within a very short time and led 
to its popularity even among children and adults who were not serious book readers at all, and as 
surveyed, some children and young adults begun their readings by this bo
pointing to those group of readers who merely follow the fashionable wave of reading which the 
bestsellers provides and defines for them and who are not really regarded as serious book readers usually. 
In the Harry Potter book series- which is utilized here as a tangible example- the literary book critics 
offered totally contradictory opinions on these books, regarding their wild imagination, religious issues 
and violation of some beliefs, exaggerations, and deceiving the readers by black magic to mention a few 
examples.  
This event has happened in history several times for certaintitles and each time, the fortunate author, 
who might not have ever imagined such an acclaim and popularity for his work, faces great reputation 
once and for all and earns the trust of these readers who somehow guarantee his success in the book 
market for a lifetime. So even if he writes a poor work afterwards, his work is at least read by a high 
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population; even if it does not achieve the success of his previous work and fulfil the high expectations of 
the same readers who by now unconsciously have a defined mentality about the writing attributes, style 
and for example the creativity of that particular author and are finally somehow disappointed by him. In 
such cases, the bestsellers are not valuable criteria for the writing; yet they have dominant power over the 
professional reader; that is the critic who might strongly state his negative points and oppositions on the 
writtenwork. Although some literary and professional readers might rely on his insights and either read 
published, the book has earned its fame and popularity among a certain group of readers. A plain 
comparison of the bestseller books 
factor in defining the literary value of a work in the long term; one that has proved its validity and can 
still be trusted by all book experts, scholars, theorists, critics and professional literary book readers in all 
times. Second, classic works show that although a book might be known as a bestseller for a certain time 
to clearly prove its merits or weaknesses; once that high popularity and fake wave of fashionable reading 
in rare and very exceptional cases, a bestseller has later on earned a literary position among the literary 
masterpieces and been recognized as a classic work. This alone shows to what extent readers are different 
erm too. Through 
considering this fact, the analysis of readers demands serious research and survey; because regardless of 
the approach used for reading and evaluating a work at any time, there are always readers- the major 
community who anyhow express their sets of values, ideas, desires, joys, sorrows, beliefs and experiences 
within their reading and show the author his success or failure in creating a work- even when their 
opinions, as public book readers who just read popular fictions, are not trustworthy and reliable. The 
secret is; some authors are quite aware that they are merely writing for the not-so-serious readers; those 
who merely seek personal pleasure and entertainment in reading a work. Although this is not merely 
significant, still it shows that somehow these readers have a share among the overall population of readers 
too; defining the general values, and preferences for the author at that particular time period according to 
the social, economic, and customary position of that country within that time period. Therefore such 
authors need to know the likes and dislikes of their readers; the critical element which completes the 
process of writing once offered to the readers. Once again it can prove as an evidence for the vitality of 
time as a key factor in the survey of readers, the changes they possibly experience due to many internal 
and external factors and how it can finally change the expectations of future readers as well. 
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
Barthes tried to show the significance of readers and their undeniable role in the creative literary 
process; but he failed to precisely clarify what he means and left us with a mass of unanswered questions; 
making it a mystery; as if we should already know what he intended to say. Barthes believed that the 
author, text and reader are each individually composed of a universe of quotations which does not have 
any origin or end. Unfortunately Barthes does not explain what he means by pointing to quotations and as 
a result, when the key term is not vividly defi
reader is the space on which all the quotations that make up writing are inscribed without any of them 
, 2001)    
What does the term destination refer to? Is there really any final and ultimate destination at all and how 
can anyone at any time announce that this so-called destination is reached? Such unanswered questions 
make the analysis of these key theoretical ideas difficult, while they also encourage us to dwell deep, 
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make an attempt to get close and treat them as tangible issues at hand. For instance if a work written in 
the nineteen century is read now and acclaimed or somehow criticized severely for some of its aspects 
which seem to have been recently decoded, what authority can defend the work or define whether it has 
seen its destination beforehand? And as a result is it now too late to discuss the final destination? Even the 
author himself usually becomes cautious after his work is published and prefers to keep silent and observe 
the comments of both usual readers and critics before he makes any attempt to interview or write a note 
about it. So how can one ever find out the ultimate destination of a work; especially once we already 
 
Jean-Paul Sartre describes readers as complex human beings; further on depicting that through the 
concrete act of reading, the reader gives life to literary objects. But then he does not elaborate the literary 
object and even when he refers to the literary experience, one is never certain if he intends to point to it as 
generally defined. He connects the author and reader together by declaring that experience of freedom is 
realized through the literary experience; as an act which brings these two elements together. Once again 
freedom is among those controversial concepts which have constantly faced relativity and here is no 
exception. 
In psychology and psychoa
consciously or unconsciously. Whatever the case, the reader too, as a human being, seeks his own likes, 
desires, dreams and satisfactions at least in the text he is reading, and actually he might resolute to a 
literary text as his sole resource for personal satisfaction; a tool which no one can take away from him 
while he secretly fulfils his personal needs in private and mere silence. Readers who have discovered this 
exclusive feature in literature and have gained this secret discovery always take shelter in books for 
avoiding many life facts which might be irritating and exhausting for them. So each individual reader has 
the power to read, decode, attribute meaning, interpret, internalize his own experiences and past 
knowledge for instance on the text he is dealing with and while his personal discoveries and explorations 
in any given text could be possibly amazing and interesting, another reader might find them quite odd and 
unusual and even accuse that reader of some psychiatric or mental problems. Finally, the writer of this 
paper can conclude that the path for discovering readers in the true sense of the word is a never-ending 
journey and there is always an opportunity for new discussions and debates. 
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